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Evaluation has gained a rather unenviable reputation. Jut mention the

word and defenses rise to-the occion. ' Some negativism undoubtedly stems

-from a" feeling that evaluation win be destructive and discouraging. One.

often he0-s,;"It's easier to.criticize than crea.te." Many programdevel-.
opers expLain that they al ready haye a- large supply of critkism, "Just itt=

tend a staff meeting and.see for yourself how cHtical everyone is'."_ Others

note, "We dbn-'t have time (or Toney) for evaluation."

One model that has been appliedto Science a-nd Technology Center evalu-:.

. at ion Lomes from work in curriculum evaluat ion, T rad i tional 1 y attent ion has

been focused Qin what students learn from a given progrim. ,,Tyler (1951) ai

early as 1930 (see alsoeSmith and Tyler, 19142) !Aid tha foundation for cur-

riculum evaluat ion "/*W"e' know it' today by i.nsisylng that programy;bjectives

be clearly defined .before evaluation- ts carried out. Evaluation, general ly
_

as a domparisop between two pr6gra94s, became-more common during the 140-'s and

50's. Cronbach (1963) pointed out the logical problems involved in comparing

curricura which were intended to accomplish'.different goals. His major point

was that tests to measurie the objective IDf &le program are unlikely tb be

covered as,well .11Y-inother program. More recently Scriven (1967, 1975) has

eMphasized thejudgemental nature oyail eValuation decisions and suggested

that comparrSons are essential for successful discussion making. Scriven has'

1Papei,pr ented t:Association of Science and Technology Canters WorkShop,
"Measuring the' Immeasurable," Baltimore, May, 1976. Thits work was supported,
in part, by a National Science Foundation Grant to- Advancing Education through
Science Oriented Programs (AESOP). .Thie author appreciates.comments on an
earlier draft of this paper from L. Eason* A. Friedman and H. Laelsch..
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, taken concepts from other fields and noted their usefunness in curriculum

'evaluation (e.g., goal-free evaluation as found in anthropology and cost

effecti4eness as used In industry). Stake.,(1967) has placed emphasis on in-
.

.dividual differences in responselfto instruction. Recently Cronbach (1976)

has pointed out that the many factors which influence program effectiveness

Include the society which uses the program. he argues tliat ev,aluation will

_never result in "laws,',' but rather must be Constantly carTied out to respond

to the needs of a chenging soCiety. Many vaivable and Useful ideas are found

in'oArriculilm evaluation work. Cilticism of curriculum evaluation approaches

have centered on fheir exOusive emphasis o- fearning rather then, say, imple-

A mentation 1:)r- teacher preparation Evaluation studies tend to be done in

utopian sorts of environments w re.enthusiastic studentS and teachers follow

every suggestion of the prograM evelopers. AdOitionally,data tollbction

methods have often been limit400 to paper and prncil tests.
4:

41'In applying curriculum tuation work to Science and Technology Center

elation, we need to areful to consider not only what ts learned at, .

these centers, but how IlliproVe them, and how to bring v(sitors back. Un-

like schools,. Science Jnters deperld on voluntary visitors. Alsb, since the

environment rs inforra we need to find methods for collecting evidenee
fq.

which is relevant tthe situation: Science Center visitors are unlikely co

enjoy ansWering.20; t ltiple choice questiws and will surelyallow their'
t.';

.

,
. (annoyance to inNence their performance.

1 ,

.

A would lilwitb discuss how an evaluator can function effectiyely in a
,

Science and Tec,f0t9logy.Center. My model for evaluation has evolved from 6

years of expedence evaluiting projects at thp LaWrence Hall of .-Crence.(2q

Evaluaq9n is not a singLilar entity, hence it ha's many definitions.- It
,

f ,W,
..

.64ncompaSs mk.pany different tectitiques and c6n be applied in Many different
r'.

0- 4 .
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ways. The primary task of any evaluation is to selec-t quest,ions Oat need

A

to be answered and adapt evaluation skills to answee these questions.

Lawrence Hall of Sciente.Evaluation Model
- I

An )nformed.decision making model for evaluatIonA used at LHS. In
,

science and technology centers eValuation is e&to improve the programs,,
, .

exhibit4, and produCts so that they ser the target population better.

Usually the target Pbpulation is general public; sometimes it is_limite'd

to schodl groups.

The users of evaluatio information aro the progreland exhiyt evelopers.

What they need is inf. e lation which will increase the likelihood that they

will na(ke effecti decisionS.. First the evaluator helps the developers to

discover all t e possible decisions that coutpl be made: create choices. Then

the alua gathers information'to facilitate Making the optimum choice.

1

ainly, one of the reasons that,evalUation has not commonly been done

at it has not been useful. In some cases evaluators have answered

questions irrelevant to the needs of the Viserse For instance, I could find

out whether'Lgarence Hall of Science Nisitors wopla prefer a Merry-go-

round td th current science exIlla-its or whether visitors learn more at LHS
)

than fnam a physics course. One reastm,that irrelevant questions have been

addressed is that the informal learning environment itself is nof Well-under-
,

stood. Evaluators have looked for large g in knoWledge or changes in,

attitudes In voluntaey visitors who come for a 2 hour visit. Clearly we need

t6 choose our questions carefully.

The informed decjsion making mddel overcom?s the problem df,answering

Irrelevant questions byincorporating evaluatiod into exhibit development and

,



gatherin'g e\taluation evidence,for each major decisi-on. When tha evaluator

is concentrating on choosing the best alternative, the posttive oharacteristics

of evaluation are evident. 'When the project developers lind the eValuator

agree on'what to evaluae, it is unlikelY that the evalualon will answer

Irrelevant questions.

..-

-EvaluAtors who assist in inforliked decision making fUnction best as
A a

membelp of the development group.. jif chiillenged to prove.the importance of

evaluation, the-evaluator can always gather evidence about some, flaw in the

program ind Yprove" that the pro:gram is unsuccessful. Clearly confronta-

.tion wilJ not lead to communication. When this happens the project staff

knows why they needed ;'A evaluatorand why toavojd one in the ftiture.

The successful program or exhibit evaluator involves Ihe whole development

staff in evaluation. The project staff, in turn, relies on the evaluator

to gather evidence for develoPment decisions. Evaluation will generally

Save'lime and money when used for informed decision making.

External evaluation., it should'be noted that in,the type of program or

exhibit evaluation discussed in this paper is fivternal evaluation. Ex-

ternal evaluatron can be very.valuable and has been used effedtiveiy for

early prototypes'of programs and exhibits as we'll as for complete( products

but that is beyond the scope of this paper.

In this paper the evaluation for informed deci-elon making approach will

;

be illustrated in four areas:* (1) EvalUation of etlibits and programs which

are currentlY.avallable; (2) Selecting areas for new programs; (3). Evaluation

of programs and exhibits during development; and.,(4) Evaluation of what vis-

-1tOrs learn.

7
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Evaluation of Currently Available Exhibits

4

As noted above, the informal learning enviornment is not well understood.

Some potentially meaningful variables have not even been considered. Many
-

decisions in science and technology centers are made without much evidence.
'

f.

Exhibits might be spaced or clustered,due to the availability of electrical

plugs. Exhibits might be 'placed together"btcause' of similar exterior design,

recency of aquisitiOn or for any number of other reasons. Many times in-
,

*fornation which would increase the number of effectiv.deciSions could be

easily gathered Evaluation of Currently available exhibits is useful for

increasing our understanding of the informal learning environment,.

We have been examining Our current exhibits at LHS. Our findings illus-
.

4 trate some of .the advantages of eivaluating current pragrams. We know.that

the.total average viewing time- for traditional museum exhibits is 40 seconds

.so wiitten material ne"ceS'sary for an exhibit should not require More.than

about 30 seconds to read. Our observations at Lawrence Hall of Science indi-
.

cate that most users of participatory exhibits interact.first and read when

all else fails. When they do begin to read, they become frustrated if the

text 'does not quickly give them the information they need. Alan FOedman re-

ports that the format of the written paterial is very important; he found.that

'vititàrs uhderstood caFtbon like directions for .the astronomy exhibit much

better than a printed statement using the-same words.
.

While the Fossil and Minerals Exhiits at LHS are viewed for an average

of 40Neeonds, the puzzle tables are.used for tlose to 5 mil-Rites on die average

If

'and the computer terminal's fbr an average of 16 mrnutes. 'From this evidence
A

we can conclude'that the amount of, time spent at an exhibit is directly 1-e-

lated to its parti.cipatory
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Receotly Rita Peterson surveyed what vqitorS repoit liring aboutex-.

hibits and what they feel topey.have learned. .Thirty-four students aged 11

.

to 18,werr asked to write responso.s to exhibits 4hat interested them. Per-
.

haps the most striking outcome of this survqy is tha'wide range.of comments
. (... 4,.

.
for the same exhibits. Responses to the computer games, for instance, range ..

from, %reat," "Good Game" to "No_point,".."Notso funi"-and-"Crazy.'

spondents indicated what they thought.they learned.from each txhibit about
7

half the time. Comment's ranged from "Nothing but still fun," "I didn't un-

des-stand, but fun to play with" Co "How a sundial works," or "Trial and

error method doesn't work as.well as systematic problem solving." The most

compelling conclusion..that we can draw is that visitors are individuals and

that they come to LHS with a variety of.1interests and expectations.

A finer grained'analysis'of Rita Peterson's survey also tells us tha0

participatory exhibits generate the mot comments, but that the first.exhibit

the visitor encounters frequently elects comments (Minerals in this survey).
_

cWe found that many 17 year.olds repOrted that exhibits were too complicated

o..1i- irections were conf7ing. A few visitors gave useful suggestiels for

titproyements (e.g., would help if the holes in the-wood pUzzles were bigger).

The most positive comments were assdciated with games of skill such as pbz-

zits, reaction time, catching the pinball, or computer interactions. Ma-
%

chines which demonstrated complicated principles were'viewed most negatively.

A common goal of visitor.surveys is to find out which exh.ibits are mo'St

II popular." This is far from a simple question. It can be measured in'terms

of number of uvers, hours of use, numberopf neturn visits, liklihood of be-
.

Ing remembered or many other ways. Our observations in the exhibit haLlis

et IHS.Undicate that popularity shourd also be evaluated in terft1 of who

t
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the users are. In the past we have.also ased number of breakdowns as an

/ indication of exhibit popularity.

Another goal of visitor surveys,is glanning for, future exhibits. Some

clear guidelines are.available for this _area. .We know that the. necessary

*Written material for.an exhibit should be simply expressed. We know that

particlpat ry exhibits are viewed lont)er than static or blitton pushing ex7
..

hibit)s. Me know that games which give the user a challenge and have a

reasonable probability of solution are preferred to other exhibits by mhny

visitors. We also know that our visitor audience is extremely diverse. Dif-
,

ferent exhibits will apPeal tp differc,nt 'sectors of this audience. As usual,

variety is the spice of life.

Questions qf interest for: evaluation of exsisting exhibits include, who

the user aud1enc6?, Vihat.do they.do?, Why do they come?,'Why do they
,

return?.i The major-qources of information to answr these questions are -
,"

visitor surveys, staff feedback, and observation in the exhibit area.

Information can be used (1) to. make minor changes to -Tcisting 'exhibits

te.d., provide stools so small visitors can see an exhibit, (2) to decide

which exhibits to withdraw when there is crowding (the unpopular ones), (3)

.to de'velop ilew exhibits matched tcp the visitors that are now coming, ,(4) to

design new exhibits which will make the center more appealing to a particular

groupl and (5) to plan an effective.publicity campaign.

Selecting Areas for New Programs

One frequently hears that,programs should' be developed tomeet the

.Ineeds of fhe .target populatibn. This is'a question which rightfully Wls to

the evaluator and certainly responds to evaluation tectiniques. The decision

9



under consideration is "What new programs should be developed?" The tech-

nigues art; first to create choices then to gather evidence to choose between

xheOK.

The task of creating-choices cannot be underestimated. If the evaluatcyr
#

simply asks visitors what they want, visitprs usually do not invent creative

new exhibits on the spot so suggestions fall into the "More of this" cate-
r

gory. Visitors can tell evaluators which of'several new idea( they like

best, why they come to a science eenter, and what existing conditions en-

courage them to return. The evaluator can also determine which se.gments of
*

the visitor population are most interested in a given program and suggest

how'the center could attract mdre isitors of this sort. Thus the evaluatei-r

can help plan'uccessful new exhibits by determing which of several ideas

would work best. r
Data comes predominantly from interviews with'users when one is select-

ing new areas for program.development. Evidence is used to plan new pro-
t.

grams. An example is the Outdoor Biology Instructional Strategies Program

developed at Lawrence Hall. A'telephone survey of every tyPe of community

group was conducted to determine how these groups.would ilicorporate outdoor

activities. We found that most groups preferred activities which could be

lused alone or grouped at the discretion of the leader. TAis evidence was

4ni1Qhfial in the development,of our final activity format: We developed

individual aciivity folios instead of tinits composed of several activitjes.

MOW
Evaluation for Exhibtt Development

Onte a new exhibit or program is in the planntng stag1 an eval.uator can

help to create choices and gather evidence about the potential value of each (,-/

10
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choice. ()tiring the development of our neW astronomy exhibit, for instance,

each version of the exhihOt was developed in preliminary form. The exhibit

,

developer and other memhers of the staff asked visitors to tr

40

ut the ex-

11hibit. Observations and interviews wei-e used to assess user r laticins:\\.
1

- Figures 1 and 2 show preliminary and final telescopes for the astronomy

, exhibit. As a result Of many comparisons of different telescopes and

viTitor interviews, Alan Friedman found that iisitors expected,the spyglass

type of telescope rather than the aWgled telescope usecrby astronomers,

visitors could locate'stars better with thepYglass, and that visitors did

not mind the slight discomfort involved in looking up rather than down.

Thelifferent telescope heights were cHosen to accomodaie.various sizes of

visito.p. _Fiore detailed information for the visitor who is interested-was

placed behind the interaction structure. This avoids having visitors stand-

ing in front of a telescope reading ahout astronomy.

In exhibit development the,major question is how can the exhibit communi-

cate better. Freciuently the evaluator can help create choices by isolating

aspects of the current n which cause confusion. For example-, in revising

the optics exhibit we found that users had difficulty focusing lenses and -

changed One exhibit to emphasize focusing (Eason-and Linn, in press).

Sources of evidence for decisions are usually observations and interviews

with exhibit users. The evidence is used to make the exhibit communicate

more clearry. /

EvalUation of What Visitors Learn

When evalua0on has been used in Science and Technology Centers it has

generally been to determine what is learned. It is clear that.visitors do
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not cemm only to learn. tn fact ,IresPonses to Rita'Peterson's survey in-

dicate that visitors frequently don't respond to questions about what they
4116

learned yet clearly report en.joyment interest, and a desire to retillfr.

Also, quantum jumps in knoWledgel(to nOt take place, during a. 3 mintite ex-

40 posure to an exhibit or even a 2 hour visit to a Science Center. Visitors

may become interested in a particular question and decide to pursue it furr

ther as the result-of a yis it to a Science tenter or.they may just be

`
pleased to haye chal 1 enged their ab 1 11 jby doi a. -puzzle. Ve do..:knoa

. .....- _s_ ...L., , ...'that. learning is., much 'more -like ty ton tako.pl ace .when- the,: learniamAi. . .....
9 ...,:-,..;-:- .- : .., .

involve'd in learning (Thief.' andrAinnVJO. .45ur-surt4Y444..41t5 tndiCate
, , : --ek:*,?',,2:',.:, ''.q.- '-'::. -: . -,.,..:...,;.. .* .

that this may well be- related to increased time 'spent with Ifia"t0erilS w6M1,----_!:::
,

.,i
,

. at ,. -....

permi t interact ion.

, kT
I0n evaluating what is learned,0 the tradit/onal modelg of curiculum eval-

.

uation, as described above, ai-e often invoked. Tyler's (1951) conCept

detsimining the goals of a- terming experience, Popham's (1971) emphasis on
p'

criterior referenced testing, or Scriven's (1975) goal-free eV'aluation. may,

also be used. lt has recently been said that choice,of an evaluation theory

Fs dependent On its charisma coefficient. The charisma of thd current flag

bearer for the particular point of view deterMines which viewpoint will be

.fol lowed. The- avai lab i 1 ifty of these .and other theoret i cat vlewpoints indicates

the recent interest in evaluation. his inte. *greatly expanded the

possibilities for gathering evidence i n 'an eva3u1Jon framewor4c. At' the

implementation levet 00112task of the local evaluator is to select appropriate
.

techniques from all those available and to apply, them effectively. Again,

Choices must 1:4-ba'sed on,.the dect4ions that need t be made. Tools appro-

priate for antwerLng them Musebe-found.

-12
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-In Our )..ork at LHS we hav"e"developed some.guidelines.for-evaluating
.. ,

4 - . J
. -,' . k

* e'learninq in an informal environment. :.Glearly learnin is only a part-of, ,
.' . -

. - . ,

anx visrt to a sc.ii6Ace center. Ferhaps'not so clearly-it is not the only ''
. ,

a

`goal fOr such a center.to achieve,. Additionally, evaluation of what is.

learned .is not as aseful for improving- the'selence-center'as evaluating-
.

,what will-make an exhibit c omm
4

unicate better or-what will tiring a.visitor

back. .There are,.of course,.many excellent reasons.for finding out how best

. to iirOart kn6W1edge to visitors. One goal max Ao..inform the public
.-- 9,.,., . .

about, say, the sources of4fiergy. Another might be' to alert. visitors to
.

. ,
dange4An their environme0t.. A science center might familiarize visitors

with important stientific machinery such a.computArs or mass spectrometers.
-

In keeping with the concept of inf67med decisiOn makiag, evaluationof

.,--what is learned in a science
,

center can effeCtively be linked to a question
,

. .
--.

of importInce to exhibit developers. Laurie Eason &id 1, for instance, com-

pared machines with activity booths when we looked at the'learning poten-

tial in.optics exhibits, (Eason and Linn, in press). In evaluating the
11 Off

astronomy exhibit, Alan Friedman is-,:interested in whether providing class

-sessions before or after eiNsure to the exhibits Is most effective.

Once the.question is chosen; how can evidence be gathered.to answer- it?

The first step for the staff evaluator when finding Out what might'be-learned

, from a particular exhibit is to list the possibilities. N t just thegoals

stated by the eXhibit developers, ba other goals which could be acComplished

at"well. Usually the best way to determine these goals is to observe the

exhrbit

. Once goals are establishedllopys to asSess them must be deltermined. Twg

major approaches arr available: observation and visitor responses to written
, A /

<

.

or verbal questions.

13,
. '14. \
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Observation

.

observrng exhibit users one can determine how long they spend wifh
f.

/he materials, whether they comptete 'the experience, what-order the.y carry

out the activities in, whether they leavloand return, whether they talk to

other visitors, etc. This information does not directly indicate learning

but it characterFzes the conditions of-Itarning. It can indicate that-.

certain learning could not take place if, for instance, no Nisitors complete

the,experience.

Diret Assessment of Users

The most common approach to assessing learning is to ask the users to

answer questrons. This involves (1) designing evalup'tion,measures and (2)s

data collectioh and experimental desIgh. Each of these' topic§ will, be

dis Cu s s ed .,

4
ille49Ring

e
Evaluation Measures. Ude evalUation techniques that measure

r

fh

achl

liklay to result from the prograrb. It is useless to measure reading
,

, -

tit if the program doesn't teach any skill related to reading. Fre-

quotty'it is necessary to design evaluation activities for the arogram,
. .

rattier than depend on available measures.

1,,,.. J?: 2 Evaluation activities should be in the same mode'that is used for learn-

.

'':',4
1.---.7'-ina If the,users. learn from doing activkie's then they should be evaluated-.:'1. -.

by doing activities. An example is the Museum exhibit eValuation study'
,

where we developed evaNation interviews 4ith questions Which matched two

different types of exhibils (Eason and Linn, in press). We found that the

questrons most closely related im forL to the format of the subject's ex-.

pexience were answeted mori frequently by students who.had learned the mate-
.

Hal In ehat format.
a
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Another application Of this concept is that if,studTnts in the program

do not write things down, then paper and pencil evaluatidnasures involve

transferring learned information'tO the wTitten moxie and ore les likely to

be successful than tasks matched to.the lear'ning mocil (Falk, Malone, and

Linn, 1975).

It Should b6 noted, however, that evaluation measures which involve
'

jargon or conventions fro'm the eXhibitiliself are likely to be. elsier .for

people familiar with the program. This sort of measure used with i)eople

who have observed the exhibit and those who have not will not convince ex-

ternal observers. Nevertheless, such an approach is useful to gather inform-
..

ation for exhibit developers who wampt to.know whether the users understand

the jargon and conventions in the"exhtbit. .

Developing evaluation activities can be as coliiplicated as designing the

exhibit. Evaluators need to follow up ideas for evaluation activities no

'matter how impossibie they seem, and adapt them to the realities of the

situation. If an idea for evaluation involves building a whdle exhibit
\

or ask,ing 100 questions, the evaluator can think about it carefullyt de-

cide what the essentials are and then adapt the idea to reality. One ex-

ample is an interview for the mirseum evaluation which was time consuming.

Instead of om-itting it, we interviewed only a small ilroportion of the stu-
,

dents (Eason and Linn, 1976). In another case we gave only part of an inter-

view to each'child. In-others studies we have built complicated prototypes

oi apparatus and then discovered simple substitutes' which did the same thing.
t

Data Collectton and Experimental Design. -Data collection in evaluation

studies is likefy to pose probleps. !It is seldom possible or desirable to
I

e



.
set. up a totally controlled experiment such. as was origidlly done in agri-

cultural reearch. It might be reasonable to grown half VoUg beans in ihe

dark,-but museum visitors cannot be asked-to spend tileir visit in an empty

eoom. Many techniques have beea deVised to get around this problem. for

example, we have interviewed half the visitors before pey viewed the ex-

hibit and half afterward. We have interviewed visitors before they view

the,exhibit on one weekend and afte'r they view on another. Rather than coM-

.

paring visitors whg have had the experience to those who have not; we rp-

commend comparing two ways of accomplishing the goal, Otherwise, those who

have ri,Pt had the e-xperience are unfamiliar with the format of the questions

and,may require lengthy e.xplanations of jargon or may differ in some'other

rather non-essential way from those who have had the experience. As noted/

above, even when two 'exhibit formats are compared, one may find that ques-/

tion format interacts with exhibit format.

We are currently exploring ways to avoid group comparisons in evalua-.

tion and look instead for evidence that we can interpret on its own. One
,

way is td look for events which have previously not occurred. 'For rl:Istance,

a new puzzle at the namevable which never solved when first tried, but is

frequentlysolved after the aser has solved other puzzles. , As mentioned

'above,.we are"also using observational approaches.

Our bafic plan is to gather information,from as many different .sources

as possible. We.are combining observational data, +situational data, inter-

views, and partially'contr011ed comparisons. We,anticipate that by finding.

out in two different ways that the same thing is true, confidence in the

concLUsion will be increased. Additionally, confidence In a partially con-

trolled comparison Js enhanced when other information supports ttle conclu

For example, comparisons of intact groups using-a hew program do not

"4.
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control for group membership:if evidence from leaders, outside observers,

Itnd several interviewers alfol point'in the same direction 111en the Con-

clusions arc more .convincing. Levine (1975) .has called .this the adversary

model. Inevitably, when this approach is taken some information is incon- j

sistent with'other information. This is also of interest. Sometimes at-
0

tempts to reconcile such inconsisterkies result.ln rE4t increases in un-

derstanding. Sometimes one is leit with reporting the inconsistencr and

waiting for more information. For ins,tance, the Peterson survey at LHS in-

dicated-Ithat some children loved an exhibit while others found it boring.

6

More detailed analysis may indicate-that length of exposure.to the exhibit,

age, previous science courses or some,other variable explain this feeling,

Thus, ythen evaluat'ing learning.in the sciehce and technology center,

it is useful to focus the investigation on an important question and then
4

gather evidence to answer the.question. An approach which generates evi-

dence from many different sources is especially useful.

5ummary

4
This paper has briefly suggetted how evaluation done by on-site staff

can serve science and technology centers. An informed decision makinq

model was proposed. Use of the model in assessing currently available ex-

Mbits, center needs, development bf new exhibits, and inte

center was discussed.

,Major questions which deserve attention in center evaluation are: (1)

Characterization of the informal 'earning environment; (2). Assessing areas

where tha informal learning environment has not yet had an impact; and (3)
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, Dev i s 1 ng methos for co4 iect ing evidence which does not depend upon comparisons

between "those who have had the expetience and those 4o have not jlad the ex-

perience,

0
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